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Abstract 
 
In this paper design and development of generating an alert message system for a vehicle based on 
android and web services technology is addressed .This system provide the prior to accident 
information to the vehicle driver. So that driver avoids the danger points to prevent the happening of 
accident. Web service gives alert message about the danger path of the river, which was input in the 
web database, and also it, gives weather information of specific area using Google map that will help 
the driver for safe driving. Driver sees the weather map to any android smart phone which is 
connected with the Web server through android application. During the vehicle movements the system 
will continuously send alert message of danger points and location information from the web server to 
the driver’s android device so that the vehicle driver must be alert before occur an accident. 
 
Keywords: GPS, GPX, Geometry, Geography, Volley. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In recent days accident happens very common due to heavy traffic on the river, Vehicle level or bad 
weather, hence it requires software to inform or alert system for the Boat /ship driver. All time driver 
check the weather report manually .Now Driver doesn’t check manually whether the weather is good 
or not? Driver sees the real time weather map via any android smart phone which is connected with 
the Web server through android application. During the vehicle movements [1]. The system will 
continuously auto send alert message of danger points and location information from the web server 
to driver’s android device so that the vehicle driver must be alert before occur an accident. 
 The idea of this work is also reduce the time required by the emergency personnel to reach the 
accident area also create message alert system for driver for avoiding accident. This can be done if the 
information about an accident reaches the emergency services in time and accurately. The project 
creates real time monitoring between driver and weather of routing area. It removes driver confusion. 
This is done by finding the accurate position of the location of ship by making use of the Global 
positioning system exchange format [2] services. The project aims at reducing the severe loss due to 
injury and fatality rate in accidents.  
 

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
In this system GPX (Global positioning system extensible file format) file is using because GPX is 
comparatively easier then GIS (Geographic Information System). The main objective is to design and 
development of a system with the help of two classes (SQLiteOpenHelper and SQLiteDatabase) and 
to implement an SQLite database on an Android device to manage our vehicle tracing data, to make  
different approaches to data persistence and multithreading in Android Development and also to work 
with Volley to execute background tasks and make API calls. 

 
3. METHODOLOGY 

 
This system is build up by using Asp.net language and MS SQL server, using these two server side 
scripting language this creating webpage is hosted on the web server which domain name is 
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android application is installed and connected with the webpage. The webpage gives alert message 
about the danger path of river and weather of specific area and also guided the driver by given a right 
root and weather information using Google map and weather map to any android smart phone which 
is connected with the web server through android application. The key point of creating this system is 
when a captain of a ship starts his journey from one port to another, then he reach his destination 
quickly if there is no occurrence occurs during his journey. Sometimes for delaying to reach his 
destination may be harmful for him and the passengers because of bad weather or an accident 
happened. That is why the system is created, and is given an alert message from web server to android 
smart phone about right path that, which root has danger turn, using which root they reach their 
destination earlier, which location’s weather is bad and which location’s weather is good. 
 

4. SYSTEM DESIGN 

4.1 System Architecture 
 
Architecture of this system coverage by at least three satellite which taken the location of vehicle by 
using GPS by android application. Vehicles are connected with the web server by android application. 
Android application send the location status of vehicle to the web server by using volley http, which is 
data send service from android application to web server. A GPX (GPS Extensible file format) file is 
already store in the web server’s database, where danger points are marked by their position. Also 
database server has danger type, what kind of danger is happened while a ship runs his destination 
from his terminal. While android application send vehicle’s position to the web server then web server 
analysis it’s position and match with database that vehicle’s current location is danger or not, if 
danger then send danger alert. 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. System Architecture  

4.2 Data Flow Diagram of This System 

Android application of this system is installed to vehicle driver’s android smart phone. Android 
application fetches location of vehicle each time by using GPS device. Android application interface 
then send the fetching location status to the web server via volley http, which is used for data sending 
from android device to server. The Web server’s database has Danger Type, Danger status, Danger 
point’s and vehicle route’s information. The web server matches and counting the vehicle’s route with 
danger point near vehicle’s present location. If found that vehicle’s position is near the danger point 
location then the web server send an alert message to the vehicle driver’s android phone that, near a 
danger so avoid danger point. Android application interface has route map and navigation button so 
the driver can easily see that alert signal and can avoid certain danger. 
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Figure 2. Data flow diagram of the system 

5. DATABASE DESIGN 

5.1 Entity Relationship Diagram: 

In software engineering, an entity–relationship model (ER model) is a data model for describing the 
data or information aspects of a system, in an abstract way that lends itself to ultimately being 
implemented in a database such as a relational database. The main components of ER models 
are entities (things) and the relationships that can exist among them.ER Diagram define system 
process, only visualize system data. ER model is typically implemented as a database. In the case of a 
relational database, which stores data in tables, every row of each table represents one instance of an 
entity. Some data fields in these tables point to indexes in other tables; such pointers are the physical 
implementation of the relationships .The three schemas, Conceptual data model, Logical data model 
and Physical data model approach to software engineering uses three levels of ER models that may be 
developed. The first stage of information system design uses these models during the requirements 
analysis to describe information needs or the type of information that is to be stored in a database. The 
data modeling [4] technique can be used to describe any ontology for a certain area of interest. In the 
case of the design of an information system that is based on a database, the conceptual data model is, 
at a later stage (usually called logical design), mapped to a logical data model, such as the relational 
model, this in turn is mapped to a physical model during physical design. Sometimes, both of these 
phases are referred to as "physical design". It is also used in database management system. 

 

Figure 3. User login ER diagram 

The above Figure 3 user login ER diagram represents the relationship between user and system. In 
this diagram there are five entity sets having important attributes, these are AspNetRoles, 
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AspNetUserRoles, AspNetUsers, AspNetUserClaims and AspNetUserLogins. This entity sets has one 
to many, many to one and many to many mapping cardinalities with necessary key. 

 

Figure 4. Vehicle information ER Diagram 

The above Figure 4 vehicle information ER diagram represents the relationship between vehicles 
information, vehicles type, vehicles tracking information, vehicles location information. In this 
diagram there are three entity sets having important attributes, these are VehicleInfo, 
VehicleTypeInfo, TrackLocation. This entity sets has many to one, many to one and one to many 
mapping cardinalities with necessary key. 

Figure 5. Danger information ER diagram. 

The above Figure 5 Danger information ER diagram represents the relationship between Danger 
information, Danger information type, Migration history, Exception information. In this diagram there 
are four entity sets having important attributes, these are DangerInfo, DangerInfoType, 
MigrationHistory and ExceptionInfo. This entity sets has many to one, many to one and many to 
many mapping cardinalities with necessary key. 
 

 

 

5.2 Database with mapping 
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Mapping cardinality is a data constraint that specifies how many entities an entity can be related to in 
a relationship set in this developed system.  

 

Figure 6.  Mapping of developed system 

6. SYSTEM INTERFACE DESIGN 

6.1 Android Interface. 
Android interface, which is installed within android smart phone operate by the vehicle driver. Volley 
is an HTTP library that makes networking for Android. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.  Android interface 
 

6.2 Web Server Interface, Which is made by Asp .NET and connected with MS SQL server. 

 

6.2.1 Admin Dash Board:  
Admin panel with important sub menu, which contain separate forms including: Dangerinfoes, 
DangerinfoTypes, Exceptioninfoes, trackinfoes, vehicleinfoes, vehicleTypeinfoes. By this dash 
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board Administrator of this system can create the database of vehicle information, vehicle type, 
Danger point information, Danger type, Track information, Danger messages. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Admin dash board 
 
 6.2.2 Admin registration: 
 
This is an Admin registration form; here a new user can register. After registration, the registered 
user can input data into the web database using web services. This role will ensure the security of 
this system from unauthorized access. 
 

 
Figure 9. Admin registration form 

 
 
6.2.3 Admin login Panel 

 
A registered user can login our web server with this interface and do all kind of 
administrative work. 
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Figure 10. Admin login panel 

 
 

7. PROGRAM CODING 

7.1Web Interface Code 

7.1.1 Danger Info 

namespace MisterTVer3.Models 
{ 
using System; 
usingSystem.Collections.Generic; 
usingSystem.ComponentModel; 
usingSystem.ComponentModel.DataAnnotations; 
usingSystem.ComponentModel.DataAnnotations.Schema; 
usingSystem.Data.Entity.Spatial; 
 
    [Table("DangerInfo")] 
public partial class DangerInfo 
    { 
        [DisplayName("Danger Info ID")] 
publicintdangerInfoID { get; set; } 
 
 
        [DisplayName("Danger Info Name")] 
        [Required] 
public string dangerInfoName { get; set; } 
        [DisplayName("Danger Location")] 
        [Required] 
publicDbGeographydangerLocation { get; set; } 
 
        [DisplayName("Danger Radius")] 
        [Required] 
publicintdangerRadius { get; set; } 
        [DisplayName("Danger Type ID")] 
publicintdangerInfoTypeID { get; set; } 
        [DisplayName("Danger Type")] 
public virtual DangerInfoType DangerInfoType { get; set; } 
    } 
} 
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7.1.2 Danger Info Type 

namespace MisterTVer3.Models 
{ 
using System; 
usingSystem.Collections.Generic; 
usingSystem.ComponentModel; 
usingSystem.ComponentModel.DataAnnotations; 
usingSystem.ComponentModel.DataAnnotations.Schema; 
usingSystem.Data.Entity.Spatial; 
 
    [Table("DangerInfoType")] 
public partial class DangerInfoType 
    { 
        [System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessage("Microsoft.Usage", 
"CA2214:DoNotCallOverridableMethodsInConstructors")] 
public DangerInfoType() 
        { 
DangerInfoes = new HashSet<DangerInfo>(); 
        } 
        [DisplayName("Danger Info Type ID")] 
publicintdangerInfoTypeID { get; set; } 
 
        [DisplayName("Danger Info Type Name")] 
        [Required] 
public string dangerInfoTypeName { get; set; } 
 
        [System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessage("Microsoft.Usage", 
"CA2227:CollectionPropertiesShouldBeReadOnly")] 
        [DisplayName("Danger Infoes")] 
public virtual ICollection<DangerInfo>DangerInfoes { get; set; } 
    } 
} 
 
7.1.3Track Info 

namespace MisterTVer3.Models 
{ 
using System; 
usingSystem.Collections.Generic; 
usingSystem.ComponentModel; 
usingSystem.ComponentModel.DataAnnotations; 
usingSystem.ComponentModel.DataAnnotations.Schema; 
usingSystem.Data.Entity.Spatial; 
 
    [Table("TrackInfo")] 
public partial class TrackInfo 
    { 
        [DisplayName("Track Info ID")] 
        [Key] 
        [DatabaseGenerated(DatabaseGeneratedOption.Identity)] 
publicinttrackInfoID { get; set; } 
        [DisplayName("Track Info Name")] 
public string trackInfoName { get; set; } 
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        [DisplayName("Track Time")] 
publicDateTime? trackTime { get; set; } 
        [DisplayName("Track Location")] 
publicDbGeographytrackLocation { get; set; } 
        [DisplayName("Vehicle Info Name")] 
publicintvehicleInfoID { get; set; } 
 
public virtual VehicleInfo VehicleInfo { get; set; } 
    } 
} 
 
 
7.1.4. Identity Module 
 
usingSystem.Data.Entity; 
usingSystem.Security.Claims; 
usingSystem.Threading.Tasks; 
usingMicrosoft.AspNet.Identity; 
usingMicrosoft.AspNet.Identity.EntityFramework; 
 
namespace MisterTVer3.Models 
{ 
// You can add profile data for the user by adding more properties to your ApplicationUser class, 
please visit http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=317594 to learn more. 
public class ApplicationUser : IdentityUser 
{ 
publicasync Task<ClaimsIdentity>GenerateUserIdentityAsync(UserManager<ApplicationUser> 
manager) 
{ 
// Note the authenticationType must match the one defined in 
CookieAuthenticationOptions.AuthenticationType 
varuserIdentity = await manager.CreateIdentityAsync(this, 
DefaultAuthenticationTypes.ApplicationCookie); 
// Add custom user claims here 
returnuserIdentity; 
} 
} 
 
public class ApplicationDbContext : IdentityDbContext<ApplicationUser> 
{ 
publicApplicationDbContext() 
: base("DefaultConnection", throwIfV1Schema: false) 
{ 
} 
public virtual DbSet<DangerInfo>DangerInfoes { get; set; } 
public virtual DbSet<DangerInfoType>DangerInfoTypes { get; set; } 
public virtual DbSet<ExceptionInfo>ExceptionInfoes { get; set; } 
public virtual DbSet<TrackInfo>TrackInfoes { get; set; } 
public virtual DbSet<VehicleInfo>VehicleInfoes { get; set; } 
public virtual DbSet<VehicleTypeInfo>VehicleTypeInfoes { get; set; } 
public static ApplicationDbContext Create() 
{ 
return new ApplicationDbContext(); 
} 
} 
}
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8. DATA TYPES AND DATA COLLECTION FOR TESTING RESULT 

8.1 Special Data Types  

SQL Server supports two spatial data types: the geometry data type and the geography data type 
[4].The geometry type represents data in a Euclidean (flat) coordinate system. The geography type 
represents data in a round-earth coordinate system. 
 

 

Fig 10: Special Data Types for SQL Server 

8.1.1. Showing how to add and query geography data 
 
Geography is implemented as a .NET common language runtime (CLR) data type in SQL Server. 
This type represents data in a round-earth coordinate system. The SQL Server geography data type 
stores ellipsoidal (round-earth) data, such as GPS latitude and longitude coordinates. SQL Server 
supports a set of methods for the geography spatial data type. This includes methods on geography 
that are defined by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) standard and a set of Microsoft extensions 
to that standard. The error tolerance for the geography methods can be as large as 1.0e-7 * extents.  
The extents refer to the approximate maximal distance between points of the geography object. The 
geography type is predefined and available in each database. The following code shows how to add 
and query geography data into the system. The first creates a table with an identity column and a 
geography column, GeogCol1. A third column renders the geography column into its Open Geospatial 
Consortium (OGC) Well-Known Text (WKT) representation, and uses the STAsText () method. Two 
rows are then inserted: one row contains a LineString instance of geography, and one row contains a 
Polygon instance. 
 

IF OBJECT_ID ( 'dbo.SpatialTable', 'U' ) IS NOT NULL    
    DROP TABLE dbo.SpatialTable;   
GO   
  CREATE TABLE SpatialTable    
    ( id int IDENTITY (1,1),   
    GeogCol1 geography,    
    GeogCol2 AS GeogCol1.STAsText() );   
GO   
 INSERT INTO SpatialTable (GeogCol1)   
VALUES (geography::STGeomFromText('LINESTRING(-122.360 47.656, -122.343 47.656 )', 
4326));   
INSERT INTO SpatialTable (GeogCol1)   
VALUES (geography::STGeomFromText('POLYGON((-122.358 47.653 , -122.348 47.649, -122.348 
47.658, -122.358 47.658, -122.358 47.653))', 4326));   
GO 
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8.1.2. Returning the intersection of two geography instances 

The following uses the STIntersection() method to return the points where the two previously inserted 
geography instances intersect. 

DECLARE @geog1 geography;   
DECLARE @geog2 geography;   
DECLARE @result geography;   
SELECT @geog1 = GeogCol1 FROM SpatialTable WHERE id = 1;   
SELECT @geog2 = GeogCol1 FROM SpatialTable WHERE id = 2;   
SELECT @result = @geog1.STIntersection(@geog2);   
SELECT @result.STAsText(); 
 

8.1.3. Using geography in a computed column 

The following creates a table with a persisted computed column using a geography type. 

IF OBJECT_ID ( 'dbo.SpatialTable', 'U' ) IS NOT NULL    
    DROP TABLE dbo.SpatialTable;   
GO   
 CREATE TABLE SpatialTable   
(   
    locationId int IDENTITY(1,1),   
    location geography,   
    deliveryArea as location.STBuffer(10) persisted   
) 
8.1.4. Showing how to add and query geometry data 
Geometry is implemented as a common language runtime (CLR) data type in SQL Server. This type 
represents data in a Euclidean (flat) coordinate system. SQL Server supports a set of methods for the 
geometry spatial data type. These methods include methods on geometry that are defined by the Open 
Geospatial Consortium (OGC) standard and a set of Microsoft extensions to that standard. The error 
tolerance for the geometry methods can be as large as 1.0e-7 * extents. The extents refer to the 
approximate maximal distance between points of the geometry object. The following code shows how 
to add and query geometry data. The first one creates a table with an identity column and a geometry 
column, GeomCol1. A third column renders the geometry column into its Open Geospatial 
Consortium (OGC) Well-Known Text (WKT) representation, and uses the STAsText() method. Two 
rows are then inserted: one row contains a LineString instance of geometry, and one row contains a 
Polygon instance. 
 
IF OBJECT_ID ( 'dbo.SpatialTable', 'U' ) IS NOT NULL    
    DROP TABLE dbo.SpatialTable;   
GO   
   
CREATE TABLE SpatialTable    
    ( id int IDENTITY (1,1),   
    GeomCol1 geometry,    
    GeomCol2 AS GeomCol1.STAsText() );   
GO   
   
INSERT INTO SpatialTable (GeomCol1)   
VALUES (geometry::STGeomFromText('LINESTRING (100 100, 20 180, 180 180)', 0));   
   
INSERT INTO SpatialTable (GeomCol1)   
VALUES (geometry::STGeomFromText('POLYGON ((0 0, 150 0, 150 150, 0 150, 0 0))', 0));   
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GO 
 
8.1.5. Returning the intersection of two geometry instances 
The second one uses the STIntersection() method to return the points where the two previously 
inserted geometry instances intersect. 
 
DECLARE @geom1 geometry;   
DECLARE @geom2 geometry;   
DECLARE @result geometry;   
SELECT @geom1 = GeomCol1 FROM SpatialTable WHERE id = 1;   
SELECT @geom2 = GeomCol1 FROM SpatialTable WHERE id = 2;   
SELECT @result = @geom1.STIntersection(@geom2);   
SELECT @result.STAsText(); 
 
8.1.6. Using geometry in a computed column 
The following codes create a table with a persisted computed column using a geometry type. 
 
IF OBJECT_ID ( 'dbo.SpatialTable', 'U' ) IS NOT NULL    
    DROP TABLE dbo.SpatialTable;   
GO   
   
CREATE TABLE SpatialTable   
(   
    locationId int IDENTITY(1,1),   
    location geometry,   
    deliveryArea as location.STBuffer(10) persisted   
) 
8.2 GPX, or GPS Exchange Format 

GPX, or GPS Exchange Format is an XML schema designed as a common GPS data format for 
software applications. It can be used to describe waypoints, tracks, and routes. The format is open and 
can be used without the need to pay license fees. Location data (and optionally elevation, time, and 
other information) is stored in tags and can be interchanged between GPS devices and software. 
Common software applications for the data include viewing tracks projected onto various map 
sources, annotating maps, and geo tagging photographs based on the time they were taken. 
 
 

9. APPLICATION 

From this developed system a captain of ship can know about the weather information when he starts 
his journey that helps him to escape from danger. He can also observe about wind speed, pressure and 
temperature and etc. Also a captain can identify the danger point on the way of his journey with this 
system, also he can identify the bank of river during journey at night, and he can also detect his 
position while fog appears. 
 

10. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

There has always been the necessity of accurate and real time traffic information among the driver 
and route of big area or river way. The developed system based on this principle requires less physical 
maintenance, has faster deployment capability and potentially can monitor a large area of road, river’s 
danger point. The paper is aimed to outline the possible way of implementing an effective real time 
traffic monitoring system for river way, the system is completely developed and proof. Implementing 
such a system is quite feasible. This system will help a driver of a ship.  
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Future work is to add this project with real time satellite map that will help not only the water way but 
also helpful for roadway. 
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